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What Do Kids Know?
There is a difference between knowledge and recitation.
The June 28, 2018,
episode of a TV show
hosted by Steve Harvey,
Little Big Shots, featured
“Leo,
a
four-year-old
dinosaur expert.” 1 Then,
on July 5, “Mason, a sixyear-old space expert”
appeared on the show.
Leo and Mason are smart
kids—but
they
aren’t
experts by any stretch of
the imagination.
They
don’t know anything about
dinosaurs or space—they
just know how to repeat
what they have been told.
Leo
and
Mason
haven’t done any original
research. Neither of them
have
made
any
discoveries. They haven’t
questioned anything they
have been told.
They
think they are experts because they can repeat
the current opinions about dinosaurs and space—
many of which will not be the consensus opinions
in a few years. (Paleontologists have agreed for
years that brontosaurus never existed—it was an
amalgamation of bones from different species—
but Leo held up a plastic dinosaur and said it was
a brontosaurus.)
This essay isn’t meant to criticize Leo and
Mason—it is a criticism of the dismal state of
education in America today. Steve Harvey really
believes that Leo and Mason are experts. (If they
aren’t, why put them on the show and say they
are?) To us, Steve Harvey represents a large
1

segment of the American
population who don’t know
the difference between facts
and supposition. They don’t
recognize the difference
between what people think,
what people have been told,
and what people actually
know.

Learn by Doing
You can read a book
about how to build a bridge,
and you might suppose that
you know how to build a
bridge; but you don’t really
know how to build a bridge
until after you have built
several of them. Trust me,
the first time you actually try
to build a bridge, you will
learn that you don’t really
know how to build a bridge.
You learn from experience.
Experience is a reliable teacher. What you learn
from the successes and mistakes you experience
first-hand is more reliable than what you learn
from books or teachers.
That’s what makes science superior to
philosophy. What you learn from experimental
science really is true. What you hear from a
philosopher might not be true.

Are You Smarter Than a
17-Year-Old?
A few weeks ago, some high school kids
marched on Washington to advise Congress
about gun control. Granted, some members of
Congress are remarkably stupid; but should they

https://www.nbc.com/little-big-shots/episodes
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really be taking advice about gun control from
high school kids just because someone killed a
bunch of students at their school?
We
understand these kids have good reason to be
passionate about the subject; but what do they
really know about the consequences of gun
control? Could these kids explain what Ruby
Ridge, Waco, Elián González, and Janet Reno
have to do with the Second Amendment? I doubt
it (but I could be wrong). Why should school
safety be determined at the federal level rather
than the state level? At best, I think they could
just repeat what they had been told—which may
have been so terribly biased that what they were
told has no resemblance to reality. They are
reacting emotionally to what happened at their
school, not rationally. They aren’t experts on gun
control or states’ rights. They don’t have enough
life experience to fully understand the problem, let
alone propose a solution.

Gossip is not Science
High school kids don’t really know anything
about dinosaurs, space, gun control, global
warming, socialism, or evolution—except what
they have been told. More importantly, children
are no longer taught to think critically, so they
believe all kinds of nonsense.
There is no doubt Mason really believes that
there is a planet light years away from Earth that
is one big diamond. That’s what he was told, so
that’s what he told Steve Harvey, and Steve
Harvey believed him! The alleged existence of a
diamond planet (or anything else) is not science—
it is gossip. What you learn from science is
always true. What you hear as gossip might (or
might not) be true.
For the past 22 years we have been
presenting strong evidence against the theory of
evolution which school children should be told—
but they aren’t. Instead, children are taught that
evolution is unquestionably true. We can’t think of
a better subject for teaching children how to think
critically than the theory of evolution.

What is Science?
Science
produces
knowledge
through
repeated observations of phenomena occurring in
the laboratory or nature. We know scientific
conclusions are true because we see the same
thing happening over and over again.
We have observed minor variations in living
things.
For example, the average size and
shapes of finch beaks have been seen to change
(to a limited extent) with environmental conditions.
That’s real science.
On the other hand, nobody has ever observed
a blind species evolve sight—but evolutionists
claim that different kinds of eyes have evolved in
many different kinds of animals many times in the
past. That’s not real science.
Yes, there are lots of different kinds of eyes.
Scientists can measure how sensitive various
kinds of eyes are. They can measure what colors
the eyes can see.
They can measure the
smallest object an eye can distinguish. Scientists
can observe lots of different things about eyes
and learn from those observations—but they can’t
learn how a vision system originated because
they have never seen a vision system originate
spontaneously. They have never seen it happen
in nature, and haven’t been able to make it
happen in the laboratory.
When evolutionists try to explain the origin of
eyes by inventing a story about simple light
sensitive spots which gradually became more
effective through the accidental formation of a
lens and cornea, whose electrical signals just
happened to be compatible with imaging
processing algorithms which naturally developed
in a brain formed by self-assembly of neurons—
that’s not science.
Even the slightest amount of critical thinking
would convince students that the evolutionary
fable about the origin of sight is preposterous.
Students believe the fable because they are
taught not to question their teachers.
As Paul Simon sang,

Teaching both sides of the theory of evolution
exposes the fact that the theory of evolution is not
really scientific because it isn’t based on the
scientific method. The theory of evolution is a
philosophical idea which isn’t consistent with
experimental observation.
Perhaps the reason why critical thinking is no
longer taught in public schools is because you
can’t teach critical thinking and the theory of
evolution at the same time.
The theory of
evolution is incompatible with critical thinking.

When I think back on all the crap
I learned in high school,
It's a wonder I can think at all.
And though my lack of education
Hasn't hurt me none,
I can read the writing on the wall. 2
We hope that when children graduate from
high school and college that they will learn from
experience, read the writing on the wall, and
reject all the propaganda they were told in school.
2
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Paul Simon, “Kodachrome”

Email

Object-oriented
Creation
Is there an explanation (other than evolution
from a common ancestor) which explains
similarity of some species?
Tony proposed an alternative to the theory of
evolution and asked us to critique it. Parts of it
are technical—but we will translate those parts
into plain English before addressing them. He
used unnumbered bullets, which we have
changed to numbered bullets to make it easier to
refer to each of his points. Other than the change
to the bullet formatting, here’s exactly what he
wrote.
Usually when I email you, I am
sending you a link that I thought was
interesting. This time, though, I wanted
to talk about biology. I realize that
your
site
does
not
promote
any
alternative to Evolution, but merely
points out why the Theory of Evolution
is wrong. However, if the giant is to be
supplanted, something must fill the
place it occupied; some theory that
answers all of the same questions and
more. So, I would like to propose a
Hypothesis, and have you tear it apart
for me. I'm not a formal science writer,
so forgive me if I do not use the
correct concise verbiage.
I propose that:
1. DNA
is
a
modular
information
project,
wherein
each
chunk
of
genetic
information
contains
the
instruction
for
a
particular,
specified function.
2. This DNA coding standard will be
repeated across all forms of life.
3. That
any
Function
will
have
parameters that will affect the
output of the Function when it is
expressed.
4. That
while
real
time
parameter
changes will temporarily alter the
Function output or expression, the
Function
itself
will
remain
unaltered.
5. That
some
Functions
will
have
variables, or expression modifiers,
that can be conserved or inherited
both inside the species and to its
progeny.
6. That these Function variables are
constrained to within hard limits,
as if using a -1 to 1 scale.
7. That
these
Functions
will
have
quality
control
processes
that
attempt
to
validate
incoming
parameter variables.
8. That the sum total of the output in
all valid combinations of Functions
represents the possibility space for
life as we know it.
9. That Function design will largely be
conserved
across
all
species
requiring
similar
function,
regardless of heredity. In short,

functionality is more important than
descent.
10. That no natural process will add
Functions to a species that it did
not already possess.
11. Because of the critical importance
of
Function
design,
multiple
processes will be used to prevent
and/or repair mutated code.
12. That
coding
mutations
will
overwhelmingly cause the Function to
malfunction, at best being benign,
at worst harming or killing the
organism.
13. That
the
cellular
environment
modifies Function expression as a
[sic] input parameter.
14. That there will be no non-functional
code.
If
a
code
appears
nonfunctional, it will generally be a
function we have not discovered yet.
15. That where DNA is the Functional
Code,
Proteins
are
material
expression.
16. That
we
can
not,
as
of
yet,
scientifically
prove
where
the
information
source
for
DNA
originated.
17. That
living
organisms
will
be
subject to the laws of physics as
they are the information environment
in
which
their
functional
programming was designed to operate.
18. That the information density in even
a single living cell will be too
complex
to
be
reduced
to
mere
chance.
19. That
Natural
Selection
can
not
create new information.
20. That Natural Selection may account
for inherited variation of conserved
Functional Parameters.
21. That each species will contain a set
of baseline parameters that are
unique
to
their
species,
and
fundamentally
incompatible
with
other
species,
resulting
in
stillborn
or
sterile
offspring
should they be produced at all.
22. That Functions within a strand of
DNA can interact and influence other
Functions
by
altering
input
parameters.
23. Life is very dependent upon time and
timing. Function timing will be
tightly controlled.
24. It is impossible for life to evolve,
increase in complexity, without the
addition of information.
25. There is no known natural process
for
increasing
biological
information.
26. If
deleterious
mutations
are
conserved, and no new information is
being added to the genome, we are in
a
process
of
devolution,
not
evolution.
For the TLDR [Too Long, Didn’t Read]
version: What happens if we view DNA,
and all creatures in existence, as if
they
were
objects
in
an
objected
oriented programming language instead of
this other [evolutionary] fairy tale?

His last sentence is the most important one,
but we will address all 26 of his lesser points first.
Points 1 and 2 simply say that the DNA
molecule is a collection of many individual pieces
(chunks) of information.
These chunks of
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information are used by living things to perform
biological processes. This is true of all DNA in all
forms of life. We believe everyone would agree
upon these points. Tony goes beyond this and
recognizes the similarity of genes to objectoriented modules in a computer program.
Points 3 through 6 are not as simple. Let’s try
to explain what Tony is saying using lungs as an
example. The function of a lung is to inhale and
extract oxygen from the air, insert the oxygen into
the bloodstream, extract carbon dioxide from the
blood, and exhale it. This may be harder to do at
high altitudes, so one might have to breathe
harder and more often, but that doesn’t change
the fact that the lung is still operating properly.
But, if one were to ascend to an exceedingly high
altitude, one would eventually reach the limit at
which point the lung would be unable to function.
Points 3 through 6 are clearly true. Reading
between the lines (and reading ahead) Tony
seems to realize that the genes that produce
lungs in one species should not be very much
different from genes that produce lungs in any
other species.
Point 7, regarding the validation of inputs, is a
little vague; but I think I know what he means. My
office used to be down the hall from the chemistry
wing, which always stunk. I once asked one of
the chemists working in that wing if he worried
about smelling poisonous gases. He replied, “I
worry about NOT smelling poisonous gases.” Our
noses “attempt to validate incoming” air, and we
try not to breathe it if it smells wrong. I think that
is Tony’s point. There is cooperation between the
nose, brain and lung to prevent biological
damage. If so, we agree. In an object-oriented
computer program, there are well-defined
interfaces which allow different objects to work
together. Perhaps that is where Tony is going
with his email.
Point 8 was more elegantly expressed by the
Beatles. “There’s nothing you can do that can’t
be done.” It is a self-evident statement.
Point 9 says, in effect, that every animal that
lives in water needs gills (or something else that
can extract oxygen from water) and every animal
that lives on land needs lungs (or something else
that can extract oxygen from air).
The
environment determines what functionality an
animal needs to have to survive. Things that can’t
live underwater simply can’t live under water.
There is no argument there. Is Tony thinking that
every program that runs on a Windows computer
needs to be able to recognize a mouse click, and
so every program could use the same software
object to do that?
Point 10, “That no natural process will add
Functions to a species that it did not already
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possess,” is controversial.
We believe that
statement to be true, but we can’t prove it.
Fortunately, we aren’t the ones who need to prove
it. The theory of evolution is based upon the
premise that there is a natural process that does
add functionality. The burden of proof is on
them—not us. Just give one example of a natural
process that has added functionality that did not
previously exist. There is no example. Since
there is not a single example of a natural process
that adds new functionality, it is reasonable to
believe that it can’t happen.
Point 11, “Because of the critical importance of
Function design, multiple processes will be used
to prevent and/or repair mutated code,” isn’t
exactly true; but only because of the way it is
stated. Yes, it is well known that biological
processes do, in many cases, prevent and/or
repair mutated code—but the reason for that (“the
critical importance of Function design”) is pure
conjecture.
The mere fact that something
happens isn’t proof that it happens for the reason
you believe it happens.
That’s a mistake
evolutionists make frequently.
They observe
something that really happens, and they believe it
happened because of natural selection (or
whatever they think) without reason.
Point 12 claims that most mutations are
harmful or inconsequential, which is true. It is
also true that there are rare beneficial mutations—
but that’s not the issue. The issue is whether or
not there are CREATIVE mutations, not beneficial
mutations. A mutation may cause an existing
physical appendage to be bigger or smaller, and
being bigger or smaller might be advantageous in
a particular environment.
Evolution depends
upon a mutation creating a previously nonexistent functionality to arise accidentally. There
has never been a scientific observation of this
happening.
Evolutionists tend to combine points 11 and
12. For example, they recognize that some
animals have eyes, and some don’t. Therefore,
they believe that eyes must have evolved
because of a creative mutation. Then, they claim
the existence of eyes is proof that eyes arose by a
chance creative mutation. That’s not scientific
reasoning.
I’m not really sure what Tony is getting at in
point 13. Yes, the environment does affect
biology. Bears do hibernate in the winter. The
cold changes their metabolism. So, what?
We disagree with point 14 because there
probably is some (but not much) non-functional
DNA. We agree that biologists do not currently
know the function of some parts of the DNA
molecule; but that doesn’t mean it isn’t functional.
As time goes by, we expect biologists to discover

the function of many parts of the DNA molecule
which were once designated as “junk DNA.” But,
as Tony said in point 12, some mutations are
harmful—but not harmful enough to kill the
organism. We suspect that a small fraction of the
DNA in some creatures was previously functional,
but has been damaged beyond repair by
mutations. However, this lack of functionality was
not bad enough to kill the species.
Point 15. Yes, DNA is functional, and it does
contain the instructions for building proteins, and
probably more functionality that biologists have
not yet deciphered.
Points 16, 18 and 25. Yes, science can’t prove
where the information in DNA originated.
However, information science teaches us a lot
about the transfer of information from a source to
a destination through a communication channel
via an encoding mechanism understood by both
the source and the destination. There are no
known instances of an encoding mechanism
arising by chance, and no known instances of
information arising by chance. Monkeys have not
yet typed out all the works of Shakespeare, and
they never will.
Point 17. It is a fact that everything is subject
to the laws of physics, including those laws
limiting the rate and amount of information that
can be passed through a communication channel
of a given bandwidth. It is reasonable to believe
that the intercellular communications were
designed (because there are no examples of
communication channels which have arisen by
chance); but there is no scientific proof that they
were designed. Again, the burden of proof is on
the evolutionists to prove that communication
channels of sufficient bandwidth can arise by
chance.
Point 19. Evolutionists don’t claim that Natural
Selection creates information. They claim that
Natural Selection filters information, keeping the
good information and rejecting the bad
information.
Point 20. Yes, Natural Selection will affect the
distribution of existing characteristics in a
population,
causing
some
desirable
characteristics to be more prevalent than less
desirable characteristics in that locality.
Point 21. The species problem is complex, as
we discussed in the feature article of last month’s
In general, breeding attempts
newsletter. 3
between different species rarely results in fertile
offspring.
Point 22.
3

with each other.
Point 23. I think that Tony is trying to say that,
for example, the DNA in an embryo causes
features to develop according to a prescribed
timeline. That is certainly true.
Point 24. Species certainly do evolve, to some
extent. Our essay on the Kentucky Derby Limit 4
showed how thoroughbred race horses evolved
the ability to run faster until they reached the limit.
But the horses did not become more complex, nor
did they gain information. Selective breeding got
rid of everything that slowed the horses down,
until there wasn’t anything left that prevented the
horses from running at their full potential.
Point 26. Yes, devolution happens—but it is
usually referred to as “extinction.” ☺ (Yes, there
are other causes of extinction. We aren’t talking
about those.) The more functionality a species
loses, the less its chance of survival.
Tony’s final point probably made no sense to
you. He phrased it that way because he knows I
(Do-While Jones) was (before I retired) an
internationally recognized Ada expert. Ada is an
object-oriented computer programming language
(which encouraged the use of “do-while”
structured programming).
In my 1989 book, Ada in Action, I advocated
the use of reusable software components.
Instead of writing one big, long, incomprehensible
program, the Ada programming language makes
it easy to write small, individual software objects,
which can be individually tested and used as
building blocks in the final program. Not only that,
the individual software objects can be reused in
other programs, which greatly speeds program
development because you don’t have to create
and test things you have already done in the past.
Tony is hinting at the idea that the similarity in
species is not due to a common ancestor.
Perhaps the similarity is because a designer
wisely chose to reuse chunks of DNA code to
create identical functionality in a variety of species
which have no common ancestor. Tony probably
read my book, and he thinks that if Do-While
Jones had created all life on Earth, DWJ would
have created DNA by reusing the same genes in
lots of different creatures in different combinations
to give the same basic functionality to all forms of
life, with a few unique genes to create individuality
and variety between species. Tony is right.
That’s what I would have done.

Yes, various genes interact often

Disclosure, July 2018, “All Together Now”,
http://scienceagainstevolution.info/v22i10f.htm
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Disclosure, June 1999, “The Kentucky Derby Limit”,
http://www.scienceagainstevolution.org/v3i9f.htm
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Web Site of the Month – August 2018
by Lothar Janetzko

Educate Truth
http://www.educatetruth.com/
Exploring the debate about teaching evolution at La Sierra University,
a Seventh-day Adventist Institution
This month’s website review looks at the website of Dr. Sean Pitman, “Educate Truth”. The main page of
the site and other pages present the following navigation links that allow the reader to explore all of the
information available on the site: 1) Home, 2) About, 3) What we believe, 4) Contact, 5) SDA Schools &
Darwinism, 6) Media, 7) Opinion, 8) Letters, 9) Scientific evidence and 10) Outside References. The main
page also presents selected information from other parts of the website.
From the “About” link you learn the site was created to: “1) create awareness within the Seventh-day
Adventist Church that the theory of evolution was being promoted at La Sierra University (LSU) and 2) give
students and their parents the ability to make informed decisions regarding their education.” You can also
learn about the goals the website seeks to achieve. On this page link you also find some biographical
information about the webmaster of the site, Dr. Sean Pitman. He is a graduate of Loma Linda University
(Class of ‘97) and City of Hope National Medical Center. He is an anatomic and clinical pathologist with a
subspecialty in hematopathology. He has long been interested in the topics of evolution and creation. He
also has another website that you can view at www.DetectingDesign.com.
The information on the “What we believe” link begins by stating that “The Seventh-day Adventist Church
affirms its belief in the biblical account of creation in contrast to an evolutionary explanation for the origin of
living organisms and the relationship of humans to other life forms.” You will also find a complete listing of
Fundamental Belief #6 of the church. From this information you can tell why Dr. Pitman and others are
concerned about what is being taught in the science classes of La Sierra University.
The “SDA Schools & Darwinism” link provides insight into how some other SDA Schools from around the
world are addressing the creation versus evolution controversy in their classrooms.
In addition to the La Sierra teaching debate, there is much other material regarding creation and evolution
that can be found on this website. The “Scientific evidence” link provides links to many different topics that
the reader may find of interest.
As with most websites discussing questions regarding creation and evolution, there is much to explore on
this site and it is interesting to read about the ideas expressed by the different parties involved in the current
controversy with LSU over the issue of teaching evolution.

You are permitted (even encouraged)
to copy and distribute this newsletter.
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